Literary Works for English Teaching

Description:
This course equips students with the basic principles of literature as the product of culture in order to depict social reality. Consequently, the contents of the course deal with the characteristics of literature and its kind, the elements of literature, as well as the comprehension of simple short story, novel, drama, and poem. These literary works are then integrated in teaching and learning activities as authentic materials and sources for activities. Hence, the literature knowledge and works are expected to support the teaching and learning process for future needs.

Materials:
1. Basic Principles of Literature
2. Literature Elements
3. Literary Works as Cultural and Language Assets
4. Understanding of Short Stories and Novels
5. Understanding of Poems, and Drama
6. Contemporary literary works in social media and broadcasting channels
7. Literary works in language teaching
8. Literary works as authentic materials for language skills
9. Implementation of literary works (short stories, novels, poems and drama) in classroom activities